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About the notation

● We are going to show how make the 
integration with both Moodle 1.9 and 
Moodle 2.0

● Slides showing how to do it with Moodle 1.9 
are marked with 

● Slides showing how to do it with Moodle 2.0 
are marked with 

1.9

2.0
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What can we do with Mahoodle?

● We can do Single Sign On (SSO) between 
Moodle and Mahara.

● With a third-party contributed 
development*, a new Moodle assigment 
type allows us to use existent Mahara 
views as submissions.

1.9

* You can find the code and installation and configuration instructions at   
http://wiki.mahara.org/System_Administrator's_Guide/Moodle//Mahara_Integration/View_Submission

http://wiki.mahara.org/System_Administrator's_Guide/Moodle//Mahara_Integration/View_Submission
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What can we do with Mahoodle?

● We can do Single Sign On (SSO) between 
Moodle and Mahara.

● We can export* various kinds of elements 
from Moodle to Mahara (portfolio API).

● In future 2.x versions, we will be able to 
import elements from Mahara to Moodle 
(repository API).

2.0

* Subject to permissions granted on each kind of object.
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Let's do the integration twist :-)

Some assumptions:
● Moodle 1.9 (at http://192.168.56.100/moodle-19 in 

the examples shown here) or Moodle 2.0 (at 
http://192.168.56.100/moodle-20).

● Mahara 1.3 (at http://192.168.56.101/mahara-13)
● Both installed with basic configurations.
● Each on a separate server.
● Installed on a Linux/Unix server.
● With OpenSSL installed and configured.
● Both servers can send email.
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The steps...
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Enable Moodle Network...
1.9
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...a new public key is created.
Remember to turn Networking on

1.9
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Enable Moodle Network...

1 32

2.0
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...and a new public key is created.
2.0
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Enable (Moodle) Networking
 in Mahara
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Enable (Moodle) Networking
 in Mahara (cont.)
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...a new public key is created.
Remember to turn Networking on
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Add a new institution (optional)

Adding a separate institution for SSO (Single Sign On) users is 
recommended, to ease configuration management.
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Give it a name and display name. 
Disable registration (optional)
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Add new authentication plugin  
(XMLRPC) to institution
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Give Moodle site details and choose 
desired configuration.

Enter Moodle's
wwwroot value 
exactly as it appears
in config.php
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Remove Internal authentication 
(optional)

If we want users to log in Mahara through Moodle only, remove 
the internal authentication plugin by clicking on [X].
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Add Mahara as a Peer in Moodle
1.9
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Enter Mahara site wwwroot value
and select Mahara host type

1.9

VERY IMPORTANT: Enter the wwwroot value exactly as it appears 
in Mahara's config.php file.
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Confirm that the public key and 
other data are correct

1.9
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When Mahara Peer is added, 
configure its services

1.9
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Publish “SSO (Identity Provider)”
Subscribe “SSO (Service Provider)”

1.9
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Add Mahara as a Peer in Moodle
2.0
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Enter Mahara site wwwroot value
and select Mahara application type

2.0

VERY IMPORTANT: Enter the wwwroot value exactly as it appears 
in Mahara's config.php file.
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Confirm that the public key and
other data are correct

2.0
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When Mahara Peer is added, 
configure its services

2.0
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Publish “SSO (Identity Provider)”
Subscribe “SSO (Service Provider)”

2.0
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Enable Moodle Network 
authentication...

1.9
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...and verify its configuration
1.9
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Verify that Mahara peer is
displayed with the right details

1.9
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Enable Moodle Network 
authentication...

2.0
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...and verify its configuration
2.0
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Verify that Mahara peer is
displayed with the right details

2.0
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Modify role(s) to allow users to
roam to a remote Moodle/Mahara

1.9
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Edit “Authenticated User” rol

But we can use any other role (or even define new roles just for 
this purpose).

1.9
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Enable “Roam to a remote
Moodle” capability

1.9
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Modify role(s) to allow users to
roam to a remote Moodle/Mahara

2.0
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Edit “Authenticated User” rol

But we can use any other role (or even define new roles just for 
this purpose).

2.0
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Enable “Roam to a remote
Moodle” capability

2.0
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Add a block to let users roam to
another Moodle/Mahara site

You can put it in the front page or any other course (or even all 
courses, using a “sticky” block)
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Add “Network Servers” block
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The block will show all the Peers
suscribed as “Service Provider”
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Log in with a user that has a roaming-enabled 
role and click on the Mahara Peer link
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We “land” in Mahara

• Logged in as our 
“Moodle user”.

• With our user details 
filled-in.

• Showing where we 
have logged in from.
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What if it doesn't work?

● Enable Moodle/Mahara debuggin options and 
check PHP error logs.

● Make sure there are no antivirus, firewalls or 
other network problems that prevent Peer 
communications.

● Make sure Mahara server can send emails.

● If the Peer public key is not retrieved/recognized, 
make sure wwwroot value is correctly entered (in 
both Peers).
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What if it doesn't work?

● Check that the required PHP extensions are 
installed and enabled:

● OpenSSL, XMLRPC and cURL
● Beware of defective versions of those 

extensions! (check PHP documentation)
● If using MS Windows, make sure Moodle and 

Mahara can find openssl.conf file*.

* Check PHP OpenSSL extension documentation or use Moodle
$CFG->opensslcnf setting or Mahara $cfg->opensslcnf setting.
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What if it doesn't work?

● Make sure date and time is right in both Peers 
(using NTP is highly recommended).

● If time difference is over 30 seconds, connections 
don't work.

● If Moodle and Mahara are installed in the same 
server, make sure DNS (or hosts file) and virtual 
servers are correctly configured to send HTTP 
request to the right virtual host.
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What if it doesn't work?

● In older versions of Moodle, public keys didn't 
always rotate correctly:

● Recreate the keys manually, delete the peers and 
add them again (re-configuring them again). 

● Or use Moodle configuration setting
$CFG->mnetkeylifetime to use longer rotation 
periods (by default, they last for 28 days).

● Make sure we didn't mistake Publish for Subscribe 
(or the other way around) when configuring the 
Peer.
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Other known problems

● We can end up with duplicated users in Mahara if 
we allow institution users to log in both locally 
and via Moodle Network SSO.

● We can prevent this by using this Mahara setting:
$cfg->usersuniquebyusername = true;

● VERY IMPORTANT: Make really sure no 
Mahara institution allows self-registration if 
using the above setting!!!

● Check Mahara documentation to be aware of the 
side effects of that setting.
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Exporting content from
Moodle to Mahara

2.0
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Enable portfolio feature
2.0
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Enable portfolio feature
2.0
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Edit Mahara Peer settings
2.0
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Edit Mahara Peer settings
2.0
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Pusblish and Subscribe
Portfolio services

2.0
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Enable Mahara portfolio plugin
2.0
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Enable Mahara portfolio plugin
2.0
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Configure Mahara portfolio plugin
2.0
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We can check configuration 
settings or change them if needed

2.0
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Assign permissions to export
content to Mahara

2.0
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Assign permissions to export
content to Mahara

2.0

We can use an ad-hoc created role, instead of using student, 
teacher or any of the pre-defined roles.
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Assign permissions to export
content to Mahara

2.0

Course creator, teacher, non-editing teacher, student and 
authenticated user roles have this permission enabled by 
default.
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Now we just have to 
export content

● Each type of activity can be exportable or not.

● Each type of activity has its own permissions 
to determine what can be exported.

● Students can only export content created by 
themselves by default (i.e. “their own 
content”).

● Let's see an example with a forum type 
activity.

2.0
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Forum type activity export
permissions example

2.0

● Go into a forum and use its administration block:
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Forum type activity export
permissions example

2.0

We can check what roles are allowed to export what, and 
optionally, modify current permissions.
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Forum type activity
export example

2.0

If we are 
allowed to 

export a whole 
discussion

If we are allowed 
to export this post 
(either own posts, 
or others' posts)

Go into an existing forum and click on any discussion:
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Forum type activity
export example

2.0

Export forum post using Leap2A format (could use HTML 
format as well)
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Forum type activity
export example

2.0

Have a look at the export details and continue if everything 
is ok.
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Forum type activity
export example

2.0

If everything goes ok, you can return to the forum discussion 
or continue to your Mahara portfolio, to have a look at your 
newly imported content.
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Export result in Mahara
(using Leap2A)

2.0
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Questions?
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